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1. INTRODUCTION
Segmentation is a process of partitioning the image

into some interesting regions such that each region is
homogeneous and the union of two adjacent regions is
non-homogeneous. Segmentation sub-divides an image
into its constituent parts or objects. The level to which
this sub-division is carried, depends upon the problem
being solved. That is, the segmentation should stop when
the objects of interest in an application have been isolated1.
Various segmentation algorithms are available in the literature2-10.
In general, autonomous segmentation is one of the most
difficult tasks in image processing. This step in the process
determines the eventual success or failure of the analysis.
In fact, effective segmentation rarely fails to lead to a
successful solution. For this reason, considerable care
should be taken to improve the probability of rugged
segmentation. This is a useful and important technique
in image analysis and pattern recognition, especially in
target detection, medical image analysis, and industrial
application, etc. For example, in a vision-guided car assembly
system, the robot needs to pick up the appropriate components
from the bin. For this, segmentation followed by recognition
is required. Target extraction may be accomplished by
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image segmentation so that all the significant objects are
detected and further analysed. Its application area varies
from the detection of cancerous cells in medical images
to the identification of an airport from remote sensing
data, etc. In all these areas, the quality of the final output
depends largely on the quality of the segmented output.
Hundreds of segmentation techniques are available, like
threshold-based segmentation, edge-based segmentation,
region-based segmentation, etc.1,2,5, but there is no single
method which can be considered good for all images, nor
are all methods equally good for a particular type of image.
Moreover, algorithms developed for one class of image
(say ordinary intensity image) may not always be applied
to other classes of images (MRI/RI)2.

Many authors used the clustering algorithm as a
technique for image segmentation11,12. Chaudhuri13, et al.
presented a new split-and-merge clustering technique based
on the directional data density and the method can be
used in image segmentation. To capture the data of a non-
convex cluster, a novel, multi-seed clustering method was
proposed by Chaudhuri and Chaudhuri14. Chaudhuri, et
al.15 proposed a novel split-and-merge image segmentation
technique to overcome the three basic characteristics�
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non-parametric, highly overlapping, and non-Gaussian of
remote sensing satellite imagery. A voting approach-based
multi-seed supervised classification technique16,17 is used
to classify the image pixels into eight land cover types.
A variation of the K-means clustering algorithm, called
ISODATA clustering, uses splitting and merging clusters
method to do the clustering18. However, the ISODATA
algorithm determines the number of clusters dynamically.
To run the ISODATA algorithm, parameters such as initial
cluster means, splitting parameters, lumping parameters,
the minimum number of pixels in a cluster, and the number
of iterations must be specified by the user. Once these
parameters are defined, each sample of the feature space
is grouped to the nearest cluster centre. The total number
of grouped samples in each cluster must meet the minimum
required amount. The cluster is eliminated if the minimum
amount cannot be reached. The mean of the rest-grouped
samples is computed to update each cluster centre. If the
splitting condition is met, split that cluster into two clusters.
If the lumping condition is met, lump the two clusters.
After either splitting or lumping, the new cluster centres
have to be recomputed by newly grouped samples. The
algorithm terminates until the maximum number of iterations
is exceeded or the converged status of cluster centre
occurs.

Thresholding is one of the old, simple, and popular
techniques for image segmentation. Thresholding can be
done based on global information or using local information
of the image. Taxt19, et al. refer to the local and global
information-based techniques as contextual and non-contextual
methods, respectively. Under each of these schemes, if
only one threshold is used for the entire image then it
is called global thresholding. On the other hand, when
the image is partitioned into several sub-regions and a
threshold is determined for each of the sub-regions, it is
referred to as local thresholding19. Nakagawa and Rosenfeld20,
and Yanowitz and Bruckstein21 call these local thresholding
methods as adaptive thresholding schemes.

Thresholding techniques can also be classified as bi-
level thresholding and multi-level thresholding. If the image
is composed of regions with different gray-level ranges,
i.e., the regions are distinct, the histogram of the image
usually shows different peaks, each corresponding to one
region and adjacent peaks are likely to be separated by
a valley. When the histogram has a (or a set of) deep
valley(s), selection of threshold(s) becomes easy because
it becomes a problem of detecting valley(s). However,
normally the situation is not like this and threshold selection
is a critical job. There are various methods1,22-24 available
for this. For example, Otsu25 maximised a measure of class
separability. He maximised the ratio of between class variance
to the local variance to obtain thresholds.

Typically, a gray-level image histogram is constructed
to study the distribution of pixels according to their gray
values. In cases where the background covers a big part
of the image area, a peak (mode) will be located at the

representative gray value of the background. Another
peak (mode) will be obtained at gray-value, which represents
the pixels belonging to the object(s), where the objects
have a nearly constant gray-value26. Here, a basic assumption
is made, namely that the image histogram is bimodal, and
it turns out that this assumption is correct in many practical
cases. In particular, when segmentation is based on gray-
level distribution, the histogram must first be built and
then analysed in terms of its mode distribution. Thresholds
may then be computed so that all pixels having a gray-
level between two consecutive thresholds will be labelled
differently from all the remaining ones.

Bongiovanni27, et al. presented threshold evaluation
based on the assumption of a bimodal histogram and on
the computation of a statistical parameter, which has been
designed to evaluate the best partition of the population
for achieving bimodality26. Arifin and Asano12 proposed a
new method of image thresholding using cluster organisation
from the histogram of an image. A new similarity measure
proposed is based on inter-class variance of the clusters
to be merged and the intra-class variance of the new cluster.
An important issue to be mentioned before performing
segmentation on image with different gray-level intervals,
a statistical measure about that region is needed to express
if that region can be segmented, they called this as separable
measure called SP. If the region�s SP 0SP³  ( 0SP  is the
predefined separability parameter), then the region can be
segmented; if the region�s SP 0SP<  this show that the region
has uniformity, and need not be segmented.

This paper focuses a new split-and-merge segmentation
technique using bimodality detection approach. Initially,
bimodality detection approach is used to split the image
into different segmented regions until each segmented
region is converted into a homogeneous region. The splitting
technique is a recursive approach of automatic multi-threshold
gray-level image segmentation based on bimodality detection
approach, and this approach can automatically select the
optimum threshold (one or more) of gray-level image. Since
the splitting technique depends upon homogeneity factor,
some of the split regions may or may not split properly.
It should be rechecking through merging technique between
the two adjacent regions to overcome the drawback of the
splitting technique. Here, a sequential-arrange-based or
a minimal-spanning-tree-based approach is introduced that
depends on data dimensionality of the weighted centroids
of all split regions for finding the pair-wise adjacent regions.
Finally, to overcome the problems caused by the splitting
technique, a novel merging technique based on the density
ratio of the adjacent pair regions is introduced. Then the
approach is evaluated with several synthetic as well as
real-life data.

2. BIMODALITY DETECTION AND SPLITTING
TECHNIQUE
The bimodality detection approach27 has a capability

to segment the image into two segmented regions towards
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the optimal partition. Here, the theory of bimodality detection
approach is used to segment the gray-level image in recursive
way until each segmented region became homogeneous.

2.1 Bimodality Detection
Let P be the population. P is called a bimodal if it

can be divided into two component sub-populations, say

( ) ( ),s k g kP P  such that:
(a) ( )s kP  contains all the pixels with gray-level value

£ some k, and ( )g kP contains all the pixels with gray-
level value > k.

(b) The variances of ( )s kP  and ( )g kP  are small relative to
the variance of P.
Let us assume that n and 2s  are the total frequency

and variance of P, ( )s kn  and 2
( )s ks  be the total frequency

and variance of ( )s kP  and similarly, ( )g kn  and 2
( )g ks  be the

total frequency and variance of ( )g kP . Now  the gray-level
value 'k  will be determined such that the function

2 2
( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

2
( ) ,s k s k g k g kn n

W k
n

s + s
=

s
 min maxf k f£ £

is minimised, where minf and maxf are the minimum and

maximum gray-level values of P. The gray-level value 'k
is called bimodality parameter.

( ')W k  is then taken as a measure of the bimodality
of P. More specifically, based on the value of ( ')W k , P
will be regarded as consisting of the two component sub-
populations ( ')s kP  and ( ')g kP  (i.e., P is taken as bimodal)
or as the single population P (otherwise). In the proposed
splitting technique, for finding the threshold value (bimodality
parameter) 'k from image I, which is a multi-modal, the
function ( )W k  is used in recursive way provided standard
deviation of the current image is less than or equal to
some specific threshold. The following are the algorithm
steps for finding the value bimodality parameter, 'k :

Algorithm: Bimodality Parameter Detection
Step 1: Sort the pixel population by gray-level value and

assign infinity to ( ')W k .
Step 2: For each k from minf  to maxf  one can:

(a) Consider Ps(k) as consisting of the pixels of the
sorted sequence having a value £ k: these will
be, say, the first ki  pixels of the sorted sequence.
The remaining n � ki  pixels of the sorted sequence
are taken as P

g(k)
.

(b) Compute the corresponding W(k) value, and
(c) If W(k) is < ( ')W k , then assign the value

W(k) to ( ')W k  and store such value along with
the values of frequency, mean and variance for
each of the two current sub-populations P

s(k)

and P
g(k)

.
Since the sequence of pixels is sorted by gray-level

value, each iteration of Step 2 is performed after incrementally

scanning the sequence and stopping at the next gray-
level transition point.

2.2 Splitting Technique
In this study, the splitting technique is based on bimodality

detection approach in recursive way until the homogeneous
region is detected. The above mentioned two-level threshold
method can segment the image of two regions well, the
chosen optimum threshold 'k  (bimodality parameter) can
segment the image into two classes, say I

0
 and I

1
  effectively,

therefore the original image 0 1I I I= È . But when there is
more than one object in the image, the above method will
fail to segment the image. In this situation, multi-level threshold
technique is needed to segment the image. Based on this
automatic threshold method, a recursive automatic multi-
level threshold algorithm for splitting the image has been
proposed as follows:

Let , 0,1,..., 1if i L= -  be the gray-level value of the
image I and , 0,1,..., 1ih i L= -  be the corresponding frequency
of , 0,1,..., 1if i L= -  in the image. Here, the measure of
homogeneity is defined as the standard deviation (Sd) wrt
mode. If Sd>T

1
 (where, T

1
 is the predefined threshold) then

the region is a non-homogeneous. Initially, assume that the
original image is non-homogeneous. Segment the original
image I by the above two-level threshold method. The
obtained threshold 'k  of the original image I with gray
level [0, L-1] can segment the original image into two regions
I

0
 with gray level [0, 'k ] and I

1
  with gray level [ ' 1,k L+ -

1]. So, 0 1I I I= È . Again both the regions I0  and I1 are
recursively segmented by the above two-level bimodality
detection threshold approach if these do not satisfy the
homogeneity criteria. Let 0I  will be partitioned into 00I
and 01I , and 0 00 01I I I= È . Similarly, 

1I  will be partitioned
into 10I  and 

11I , and 1 10 11I I I= È . In the same way, continue
to perform segmentation on 00I , 01I , 10I  and 11I , so

0 1 00 01 10 11 ...I I I I I I I= È = È È È = . Therefore, the whole
segmentation process is to segment gray-level image recursively,
until there is no region that can be segmented. Next, the
multi-level threshold automatically chosen algorithm is given.

Algorithm: Splitting Technique
Step 1: Initially, the current region is the input image.

N = 0 (number of region) and lL  and hL  are minimum
and maximum gray-level values of the input image.

Step 2: Initially, let min lf L= , max hf L=  and ' hk L= .
Step 3: Find mode of the current region i.e. im f=  for

which { }
max

min

max
f

i j
j f

h h
=

= .

Step 4: Compute standard deviation (Sd) wrt mode (m)
for the current region, i.e.,

( )

1/ 2

1
2

1
0

0

1 L

i iL
i

i
i

Sd m f h
h

-

-
=

=

é ù
ê ú
ê ú= -
ê ú
ê úë û
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Step 5: If SD>T
1
 (where T

1
 is the predefined threshold)

then go to Step 6. Otherwise go to Step 8. T
1

is called homogeneity factor.
Step 6: Apply bimodality detection approach of the current

region and find 'k . Split the current region by

'k .
Step 7: 'max kf =  and go to Step 3.
Step 8: Increment number of region i.e. 1N N= + .
Step 9: If ' hk L=  then go to Step 11. Otherwise go to

Step 10.
Step 10: min ' 1f k= +  and max hf L= . Go to Step 3.
Step 11: STOP.

Earlier an approach15 was suggested for segmentation
of remote sensing satellite imagery. Initially, seed point
detection technique15 was suggested. The technique was
based on mode (m), max

d
 (maximum distance between the

mode and the other gray-level values of a particular region)
and Sd wrt mode. According to the algorithm15, elongatedness
measure, max d Sdd = -  and if d £ q  (predefined threshold),
then don�t split, otherwise collect the nearest neighbour
gray values of mode (m) whose distances from m £ Sd
from the present cluster and formed the core clusters.
Next, the region was split on the basis of mode and weighted
centroid of all clusters by minimum distance approach.
But this approach has a drawback that if the standard
deviation (Sd) and maxd  are very high in the initial stage,
and at the same time d  is very small, then the region will
not be split but formed a single cluster though the region
is not a homogeneous region. In the present study, the
proposed splitting technique will overcome this drawback
and also give more impressive results than given by the
previous algorithm15 for various images.

3. PAIR OF ADJACENT REGIONS AND MERGING
TECHNIQUE
The proposed splitting technique is used for segmenting

the regions based on bimodality parameter )'(k  and the
region homogeneity factor (T

1
) around the highest frequency

point, mode (m). Note that, T1 should not be too big so
that it could include the entire image into one segmented
region. Also, T

1
 should not be too small so that the image

may be segmented as many small regions. So T
1
 should

be taken suitably. Since the splitting technique depends
upon homogeneity factor, some of the split regions may
or may not split properly. There should be rechecking
through merging technique between the two adjacent
regions, which are split by the above technique due to
homogeneity factor (T

1
). Since the real-life data, like remote

sensing satellite data, are highly overlapped and only
the proposed splitting technique may not be able to
segment the data properly, hence the merging technique
has been introduced.

3.1 Adjacent Region
Let 0n  be the number of regions, which are detected

by splitting technique. This stage contains two steps: (i)

a few candidate pairs out of 
2

0 0
0

( 1)

2C

n n
n

-
=  region pairs

are chosen, and (ii) only a few of these candidate pairs
are merged. To find the candidate pair, first find the weighted
centroids for all regions as follows:

Let jn  be the number of distinct gray-level values
for j th region, j = 1,2,�, 0n . Let ijf '  be the gray-level
values of i th level and j th region, where, i = 1,2,�, jn
and j = 1,2,�, 0n . Let ijh'  be the corresponding frequency
of 'ijf , i = 1,2,�, jn  and j = 1,2,�, 0n . Let jCS  represents
the j th segmented region,  j = 1,2,�, 0n . So the gray-value

' ,ij jf CSÎ  i = 1,2,�, jn  and j  = 1,2,�, 0n .  Let

0, 1,2,...,jM j n=  be the integer value of the weighted centroid
for j th region and is defined by

1
0

1

' '
, 1, 2,...,

'

j

j

n

ij ij
i

j n

ij
i

f h
M j n

h

=

=

é ù
ê ú
ê ú= =
ê ú
ê ú
ë û

å

å
where, [ ]a  means the greatest integer value a£ .

Since 0, 1,2,...,jM j n=  is single dimensional data, so
order the values jM  in increasing order. The lowest and
highest values are the end values and form only one pair
each. All other values are the intermediate values and
form two pairs each. Let 

01 2, ,..., nM M M are the increasing
order weighted centroid values, i.e., 

01 2 ... nM M M< < < and
the pairs are 1 2( , ),M M  2 3( , ),...,M M  

0 02 1( , ),n nM M- -

0 01( , )n nM M- .
Finding the adjacent region pairs of a single-dimensional

data is not much difficult and can be done by the above
sequential-arrange-based method. But if the data is multi-
dimensional, then the above sequential-arrange-based method
is not acceptable for finding the adjacent region pairs. For
such data, a minimal-spanning-tree (MST) of the weighted
centroid data is generated. A pair of regions is considered
for merging only if the data points, i.e., weighted centroids
form an edge in the MST.

3.2 Merging Technique
To overcome the problems caused by the splitting

technique, a novel merging technique based on the density
ratio of the adjacent pair regions is proposed here.
Some mathematical definitions, which are used in merging
technique, are described below before introduction of
the merging technique.

3.2.1 Mathematical Formulation
(a) Neighbouring gray value:

Let f be a gray value and , 1, 2,...,if i s=  are the
neighbouring gray values of f if if f D- £ i" , where D
be the radius (integer) of closed disc and the set A, which
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is a collection of all neighbouring gray values , 1, 2,...,if i s= ,
of f is called neighbouring gray value set.

(b) Neighbouring frequency:
Let f AÎ  be a gray value and , 1, 2,...,if i s=  are the

neighbouring gray values of f. The neighbouring frequency

of f for the set A is 
1

( )
s

A i
i

H f h
=

= å , where ih  is the frequency

of gray value , 1, 2,...,if i s= .

(c) Neighbouring frequency of a set:
The neighbouring frequency of a set is the sum of

all neighbouring frequency  of all gray values for the set.
That is, let A be a set of gray values and , 1, 2,...,if A i sÎ = .
Let it  be the number of distinct gray values for neighbouring
gray value set if  for 1, 2,...,i s= . Let , 1,2,...,ij ig j t= ,

1, 2,...,i s= be the neighbouring gray values of , 1,2,...,if i s= ,
respectively. Let ijh be the frequency of gray value

, 1,2,...,ij ig j t= , 1, 2,...,i s= . The neighbouring frequency
of set A is denoted as H(A) and defined by

1 1 1

( ) ( )
its s

i A ij
i i j

H A H f h
= = =

= =å åå .

(d)  Overlap neighbouring set:
Let A and B are two sets of gray values. Let

, 1, 2,...,if A i tÎ = and , 1,2,...,ig B i uÎ = , where A BÇ ¹ f
(Null set). The overlap neighbouring set of A and B is
denoted as BA* and defined by the collection of all gray
values which are the common gray values of A and B. That
is, * { : ,1 , }k k k kA B G G f g k k t u= = = " £ £ .

(e) Overlap neighbouring set frequency:
Let , 1, 2,...,iG i s= are the gray values of overlap

neighbouring set *A B . The overlap neighbouring set

frequency is ( * ) ,
s

i
i

HO A B h= å where ih  is the frequency

of gray value , 1,2,...,iG i s= .

(f) N-Overlap neighbouring set:
Let 1 2, ,..., NA A A  be N number sets of gray values,

which are pair wise mutually dependent. That is, they are
pair wise overlap to each other. Let the gray value

, 1,2,..., , 1, 2,...,ij i ig A j t i NÎ = = . The N-Overlap neighb-
ouring set of 1 2, ,..., NA A A is denoted as 1 2* *...* NA A A  and
defined by the collection of all gray values, which are the
common gray values of any pair of sets among 1 2, ,..., NA A A .
That is,

 1 2 1 2 1 2

1 3 1 3

1 1

* *...* { : ,1 , ;or

,1 ,  or ... or 

,1 , }

N k k k k

k k k

k N k Nk N N

A A A G G g g k t t

G g g k t t

G g g k t t- -

= = = £ £

= = £ £

= = £ £

(g) N-Overlap neighbouring set frequency:
Let , 1,2,...,iG i s= are the gray values of N-Overlap

neighbouring set 1 2* *...* NA A A . The N-Overlap neighbouring

set frequency is 1 2
1

( * *...* )
s

N i
i

HO A A A h
=

= å , where ih  is

the frequency of gray value , 1, 2,...,iG i s= .

(h) Absolute neighbouring frequency:
Let A and B are two sets of gray values. The

absolute neighbouring frequency of A with respect to B
is denoted as [ ( )]BHI A  and defined by the difference
between neighbouring frequency of set A and overlap
neighbouring set frequency of A and B,  i.e.,
[ ( )] ( ) ( * )BHI A H A HO A B= - . Onee can extend this definition
for N sets as below:

Let 1 2, ,..., NA A A  are N sets. The absolute neighbouring
frequency of 1A  with respect to 2 ,..., NA A  is denoted as

2 31 , ,...,[ ( )]
NA A AHI A  and defined by 

2 31 , ,...,[ ( )]
NA A AHI A =

1 1 2( ) ( * *...* )NH A HO A A A- .

3.2.2 Merging technique
On the basis of above definitions, the merging technique

is described for a pair of regions 1( , )k kS S- , which are to
be merged and the same procedure is tested for all other
pairs, which formed adjacent pairs.

Algorithm: Merging technique
Step 1: Let 1kM -  and kM  are weighted centroids of the

two regions 1kS -  and kS , respectively. Compute the
standard deviations SD

k-1
 and SD

k 
of 1kS -  and kS  wrt

M
k-1

 and M
k
, respectively. Find min

SD
 = min{SD

k-1
,

SD
k 

}. Find the mid point of M
k-1

 and M
k
. i.e.,

1

2
k k

c

M M
M - +é ù

= ê ú
ë û

, where,  [ ]a  means the greatest

integer value a£ . Find [ ]1%( )c k Kd Sd Sd-= b + , where

[ ]a means the greatest integer value a£  and b  is
any integer value.

Step 2: Let A be the equidistance region of 1kS -  and kS regions.
A be the collection of all gray-level values which
forms a closed region of c cM pd-  and c cM pd+ , where
p is an integer multiplier, i.e.,

[ ]{ }: ,  i i c c c cA f f M pd M pd= Î - + .  Let

, 1, 2,...,if A iÎ = a  be the gray values belong to
equidistance region A. In present case, p = 1 is taken.

Step 3: Let ih  be the corresponding frequency
of , 1, 2,...,if A iÎ = a . Let t number gray values called

1 1 1
1 2, ,...,k k k

tf f f- - -  belong to 1kS -  region and remaining
r t= a -  number gray values called 1 2, ,...,k k k

rf f f  belong
to kS  region.

Step 4: For each 1, 1, 2,...,k
if i t- =  find the set , 1,2,...,iB i t=

collection of all gray values from 1k kS S- U  region
whose differences from 1k

if
-  £ min Sd . Let ijF  be the

gray value belongs to set iB  and let im  be the
number of gray values of , 1, 2,...,iB i t= . The set B

i
 is
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defined by

 { }1
1: min , , 1,2, ..., ,k

i ij ij i Sd ij k k iB F F f F S S j m-
-= - £ Î =U

 1,2,...,i t= .
Let ijh be the frequency of , 1,2,..., ,ij i iF B j mÎ =

1, 2,...,i t= . Since all ,ij iF BÎ 1, 2,..., ij m=  1, 2,...,i t=
are coming from 1k kS S- U , so some gray values of
the set iB  are coming from 1kS -  and some are coming
from kS . Let iu number of gray values are coming
from 1-kS  and remaining 'i i iu m u= - , 1, 2,...,i t=
number of gray values are coming from kS . So for
a particular 1k

if
- , the neighbouring gray values may

be from 1-kS  or kS . Let 1( )i kAF S - and ( )i kAF S be the
absolute neighbouring frequency for 1( )i kB S -  and ( )i kB S ,
respectively for a particular gray value 1k

if
- , 1, 2,...,i t= .

Let 1( )i kH S -  and ( )i kH S  be the neighbouring frequency
of set 1( )i kB S -  and ( )i kB S , respectively for a particular
gray value 1k

if
- , 1, 2,...,i t= . So for the set 1kS - ,

1

1 1 1 1 1
1

( ) ( )
u

k k j
j

AF S H S h- -
=

= = å

1 1

2

2 1 2 1 ( )

2 1 1 1 2 1

2 1 1 2 1
1

( ) [ ( )]
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Let 1( )kAF S - and ( )kAF S are the total absolute
neighbouring frequencies of 1kS -  and kS , respectively
then compute
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Step 5: For each , 1,2,...,k
if i r=  find the set , 1, 2,...,iC i r=

collection of all gray values from 1k kS S- U  region
whose differences from k

if  are less than equal to min Sd .
Let 'ijF  be the gray value belongs to set iC  and let

'im  be the number of gray values of , 1, 2,...,iC i r= .

The set iC  is defined by

{ }1' : ' min , ' , 1, 2,..., ' ,

1, 2,...,

k
i ij ij i Sd ij k k iC F F f F S S j m

i r

-= - £ Î =

=

U

.

Let 'ijh be the frequency of ' ,ij iF CÎ  1,2,..., ' ,ij m=
1, 2,...,i r= .  Since all ' ,ij iF CÎ  1,2,..., 'ij m= ,
1, 2,...,i r=  are coming from 1k kS S- U , so some gray

values of the set iC  are coming from 1kS -  and some
are coming from kS . Let iv  number of gray values are
coming from 1kS -  and remaining ' 'i i iv m v= -  number
of gray values are coming from kS . So for a particular k

if ,
the neighbouring gray values may be from 1kS -  or kS .
Similarly as Step 7, let 1' ( )i kAF S - and ' ( )i kAF S be the
absolute neighbouring frequency for 1( )i kC S -  and ( )i kC S ,
respectively for a particular gray value k

if , 1, 2,...,i r= .
Let 1' ( )i kH S -  and ' ( )i kH S  be the neighbouring
frequency of set 1( )i kC S -  and ( )i kC S , respectively
for a particular gray value k

if , 1, 2,...,i r= . It can be
found as Step 7, 1' ( )i kAF S - and ' ( )i kAF S  for 1, 2,...,i r= .
Let 1'( )kAF S - and '( )kAF S are the total absolute
neighbouring frequencies of 1kS -  and kS , respectively
then one can compute

1 1
1

'( ) ' ( )
r

k i k
i

AF S AF S- -
=

= å  and 
1

'( ) ' ( )
r

k i k
i

AF S AF S
=

= å

Step 6: Compute 1 1 1( ) ( ) '( )tot k k kN S AF S AF S- - -= +  and

 ( ) ( ) '( )tot k k kN S AF S AF S= + .

Step 7: Find { }1max ( ), ( )tot tot k tot kMax N S N S-=  and

  { }1min ( ), ( )tot tot k tot kMin N S N S-= .

Step 8: Compute 1( , ) tot
k k

tot

Min
Q S S

Max- = .

Step 9: If 1 2( , )k kQ S S T- ³ , where, 2T  is very small predefined
threshold, 2(0 1)T< £  then merged 1kS - and kS . Otherwise

1kS - and kS  are different segmented regions. Q is called
the merging factor.

In the above merging technique, to compute cd , Step 1
is used for computing the variance tolerance of the equidistance
region. Note that b  should be specified in this algorithm.
As per experience b = 20 is a good choice. The choice
of b  depends on the number of data and the compactness
of the two adjacent regions. Step 9 represents the density
ratio of the two regions with respect to equidistance region.
The ratio 1( , )k kQ S S-  should be close to 1 if the two regions

1kS - and kS  are to be merged. Thus the merging criteria
can be decided on the smallness of the quantity 1( , )k kQ S S- and
this is always 1£ . So the threshold value T

2
 2(0 1)T< £

should be very small (near to 1) and this means, the
regions 1kS - and kS are all most equal density.
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4. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
To test the efficiency of the algorithm, several synthetic

data as well as real-life data were considered. The algorithm
has been tested in binary images, synthetic images of
different shapes and grays, Indian Remote Sensing (IRS)
satellite panchromatic images, biomedical scanning electron
microscope images, and high-resolution satellite panchromatic
images. For the present experiments, thresholds T

1
 and

T
2
 are taken as 3.0 and 0.6, respectively, for all images.

Figure 1(a) shows a binary image of several circular
shape objects with different sizes, from small dot to big
circle. The proposed algorithm is tested on this binary
image for validation with thresholds T

1
 = 3.0 and T

2
 = 0.6.

The segmented image is shown in Fig. 1(b). Each and
every object properly segmented irrespective of the size
of the object.

Figure 2(a) represents a synthetic image with different
shape objects and shades. This image, having limited objects
and shades, is taken for testing the capability of the algorithm.
The objects marked as 2, 4, and 5 are of the same-gray

but different shapes, whereas the objects marked as 1, 3,
6, and 7 are of different grays and shapes. The segmented
image by the proposed algorithm is shown in Fig. 2(b).
It is noted that the objects 2, 4, and 5 are segmented in
the same segmented region with different shapes, whereas
objects 1, 3, 6, and 7 are segmented in different segmented
regions and these are also different from the segmented
regions 2, 4, and 5.

Figure 3(a) shows the original scanning electron
microscope gray value image of white blood cells with
uniform gray background. Nucleus portions of each cell
are different from the outer portions. The segmented image
by the proposed algorithm is shown in Fig. 3(b). The
nucleus portions of each cell are segmented in different
regions (as white region in the centre position of each

(a)

(b)

Figure 1. (a) Binary image and (b) segmented image by the
proposed algorithm.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2. (a) Gray-value object image with six different gray
and (b) segmented image by the proposed algorithm.
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cell) properly from the outer portion of the cells and also
each cell is segmented properly from the background.

Figure 4(a) shows the original image of QuickBird
satellite in panchromatic mode with 8-bit format. The histogram
of the image (Fig. 4(a)) is shown in Fig. 4(b) and the gray-
value variation is [0, 255] with multi-modal distribution.
It�s very difficult to find out the multi-level thresholds for
segmentation of the image from the histogram.

There are several objects (buildings) of different shapes
and grays (0 � 255) in the original image (Fig. 4(a)). First,
the proposed splitting technique is applied for segmentation
the regions. Here, initially 16-segmented regions were got
with homogeneity factor T

1 
=3. Figure 4(c) shows the segmented

image by the proposed splitting technique. The gray-value
ranges of each segmented regions are shown in Fig. 4(d)

by alternative colour regions as black and pink. The gray
value ranges of all segmented regions from 1 to 16 are
(0, 9), (10, 28), (29, 55), (56, 66), (67, 81), (82, 103), (104,
124), (125, 138), (139, 150), (151, 160), (161, 174), (175, 195),
(196, 210), (211, 222), (223, 239), and (240, 255), respectively
by the proposed splitting technique. This has been reflected
in Fig. 4(d).

It can be seen that many regions are not segmented
properly by only splitting technique and the regions are
segmented into many sub-regions due to choice of homogeneity
factor T

1
. It is noticed that the modes (m) in some of the

segmented regions appear at the boundary of the gray
value ranges of the segmented regions. But the central
tendency is the best approach for segmentation or clustering
technique. To impact the central tendency effect, the weighted
centroids of each segmented regions were computed for
finding the pair-wise adjacent regions and also for computing
M

c
 and equidistance regions, A. Here, the merging factors,

Q for many segmented pair-wise adjacent regions are less
than the threshold, T

2
 (T

2
=0.6). After merging all those

adjacent regions the final output of the image is shown
in Fig. 4(e) and the corresponding gray value ranges are
shown in Fig. 4(f). The final gray-value ranges are (0, 55),
(56, 66), (67, 103), (104, 138), (139, 150), (151, 174), (175,
239), and (240, 255) and finally segmented regions wee
got after merging. Most of the regions (objects) are segmented
properly and the final result (Fig. 4(e)) is much better than
the segmented result by only applying splitting technique
(Fig. 4(c)). The final output shows the effectiveness of
merging technique after splitting technique in the proposed
algorithm.

Figure 4(g) shows the segmented image by Revol and
Jourlin region growing method7 and the corresponding
gray-value ranges are shown in Fig. 4(h). It can be seen
seen closely that many regions are not segmented properly
and many objects (regions) are merged with their local
backgrounds. It�s very difficult to isolate those objects
from the background for further high-level processing like
object detection/recognition. Also, many regions are segmented
into few sub-regions due to intensity variation, which has
been reflected in a similar way by the proposed splitting
technique (Fig. 4 (c)). Whereas by proposed split-and-
merge technique (Fig. 4(e)), the regions are segmented
properly and the objects (regions) are isolated from their
corresponding local backgrounds, which are useful for
further high-level processing. So, the result obtained by
the proposed algorithm is better than the result by Revol
and Jourlin region growing method.

Figure 5(a) shows an original IRS-1C panchromatic
image with spatial resolution 5.8 m ´ 5.8 m of size
512 ´ 512. Here, the segmented results of various algorithms
and the proposed algorithm are compared. Only the four
regions marked as 1, 2, 3, and 4 are highlighted in the
original image for comparison of the results. The segmented
result by previous algorithm15 is shown in Fig. 5(b). It can
be seen that three black circular-shape objects in the region
2 of the original image (Fig. 5(a)) are almost merged with

(a)

(b)

Figure 3. (a) Original blood cell gray value image and
(b) segmented image by the proposed algorithm.
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Figure 4. (a) Original QuickBird satellite image, (b) corresponding histogram of the image, (c) segmented image by the proposed
splitting technique, (d) corresponding segmented regions histogram, (e) segmented image by proposed split-and-merge
technique, (f) corresponding segmented regions histogram, (g) segmented image by Revol and Jourlin7 region growing
method, and (h) corresponding segmented regions histogram.
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the background. These black circular-shape objects are
not segmented as separate objects from the background
by algorithm15 (Fig. 5(b)), where these objects are isolated
from the background properly by ISODATA algorithm (Fig.
5(c)) and the proposed algorithm (Fig. 5(d)). Also the
segmented result of region 4 for bright circular-shape objects
in Fig. 5(c) and Fig. 5(d) are much better than the result
in Fig. 5(b).

There is a separate black rhombus-type region in the
left top corner within region 4 in the original image (Fig.
5(a)). The region is segmented properly by all other reported
algorithms except ISODATA algorithm (Fig. 5(c)). This
region is merged with the other neighbouring region by
ISODATA algorithm. So, in a totality the result by the
proposed algorithm is better than the other reported algorithms.

5. SUMMARY
An approach of split-and-merge segmentation technique

has been presented. The conventional split-and-merge
algorithm is lacking in the adaptability to the image semantics
because of its stiff quadtree-based structure. In this study,

an automatic thresholding technique based on bimodality
detection approach with non-homogeneity criteria is employed
in the splitting phase of the split-and-merge segmentation
scheme to directly reflect the image semantics to the image
segmentation results. Since the splitting technique depends
upon homogeneity factor, some of the split regions may
or may not split properly. There should be rechecking
through merging technique between the two adjacent regions
to overcome the drawback of the splitting technique. A
sequential-arrange-based or a minimal spanning-tree-based
approach has been developed that depends on data
dimensionality of the weighted centroids of all split regions
for finding the pair-wise adjacent regions. Finally, to overcome
the problems caused by the splitting technique, a novel
merging technique based on the density ratio of the adjacent
pair regions is introduced. The algorithm has been tested
on several synthetic as well as real-life data and the results
show the efficiency of the segmentation technique.

The complexity of the algorithm is as follows. The
algorithm has different modules as: (a) histogram calculation,
(b) splitting region based on bimodality detection approach,

(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

Figure 5. (a) Original IRS-1C image, (b) segmented image by authors� previous algorithm15, (c) segmented image by ISODATA
algorithm, and (d) segmented image by the proposed algorithm.
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(c) pair wise adjacent regions, and (d) merging adjacent
region pair. Let n be the size of the image with b-bit data.
The order of computation for histogram is O(n). If a=2b,
then in the worst case the complexity of splitting technique
using bimodality criteria is O(a2). Since a=2b and it is
constant, so the complexity of splitting technique is constant
order. If n

0
be the number of regions after splitting and

if the weighted centroids are single dimensional data then
for finding the adjacent region pairs the complexity is
O(n

0
). If the weighted centroids are multi-dimensional data

then for finding the adjacent pairs by MST, the complexity
is O(n

0
2) (constant). Also the merging technique is constant

order. So in totality, the order of the proposed algorithm
is O(n).

6. FUTURE RESEACH
The work can be extended in many directions. The

segmented technique is based on the gray-level information
of the image pixels. So, some mis-segmentation still appears
in the output of the experimental results. For better results,
this mis-segmentation should be minimised using other
higher-level knowledge, i.e., texture, fractal, etc. in the
algorithm. Also the thresholds values T

1
 and T

2
 are heuristic.

So there is a scope for further work for automation of
these thresholds by data-driven procedure.
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